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Sponsor Thank You
Thank you to our generous sponsors for your continued support of the FIRST® Tech Challenge!
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Volunteer Thank You
Thank you for taking the time to volunteer for a FIRST® Tech Challenge event. FIRST® and FIRST® Tech
Challenge rely heavily on volunteers to ensure events run smoothly and are a fun experience for teams and
their families, which could not happen without people like you. With over 8,000 teams competing yearly, your
dedication and commitment are essential to the success of each event and the FIRST Tech Challenge
program. Thank you for your time and effort in supporting the mission of FIRST!
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Introduction
What is FIRST® Tech Challenge?
FIRST® Tech Challenge is a student-centered program that focuses on giving students a unique and
stimulating experience. Each year, teams engage in a new game where they design, build, test, and program
autonomous and driver operated robots that must perform a series of tasks. To learn more about FIRST® Tech
Challenge and other FIRST® Programs, visit www.firstinspires.org.

Gracious Professionalism®
FIRST® uses this term to describe our programs’ intent.
Gracious Professionalism® is a way of doing things that encourages high-quality work, emphasizes the
value of others, and respects individuals and the community.
Watch Dr. Woodie Flowers explain Gracious Professionalism in this short video.
Learn more about the roles of volunteers on our Volunteer Resources page, “Volunteer Role Description”.

Introduction to Dual Division
Dual Division event must be configured in the FTC Scoring system to sync event data from the local FTC Live
software with the cloud-based FTC scoring system and results to ftc-events. Once the division winners are
identified, the divisions will need to be merged into one Scoring System to determine the winner of the event.
This guide is intended to help you walk through the steps to successfully run and merge the divisions. This
guide will not go into detail of the features of FTC Live or FTC Scoring. For more information on how to use
FTC Live, please refer to the complete Scorekeeper Manual and take the required Scorekeeper certification
training in BlueVolt.
Important Notes:
•
•
•

A dual division event requires explicit permission from FIRST headquarters, please contact
jhalloran@firstinspires.org for permission.
Dual division option is only available on FIRST-Tech-Challenge-Live version v 0.6.0 and newer. This
season’s release is v 3.2.4 available here: Releases · FIRST-Tech-Challenge/scorekeeper (github.com)
Configuring the event occurs in cloud-based FTC Scoring system by a PDP/region admin or Region
Manager for regions that have been approved and the dual dvision event type has been turned ON.
Only after this toggle ON can the dual division event be transferred to the local FTC Live software
release for dual division.

System requirements for setting up a dual division event include:
•
•
•

Single scorekeeper server running both divisions
Multiple Match Control/Admin laptops (one per division).
Devices connected on the same private network.
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Important Note: system supports running separate servers for each division, then importing results back into a
server, if necessary.

System Configuration

Dual Division Setup in Cloud-based FTC Scoring
Create a Dual Division (DD) Event
1. PDP/Admin has already gotten permission for the dual division event. After approval, region admin
logs into the FIRST Tech Challenge Scoring system to configure the event.

Important Note: The “Convert to Dual Division” button only appears for regions that have HQ-approved only
DD events.
Gracious Professionalism® - “Doing your best work while treating others with respect and kindness - It’s what makes FIRST, first.”
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2. Configure the dual divisions.
Note: Division abbreviations should be four (4) characters or less.

3. Add teams to the parent event first and press Done (USTXCPELT1 in this example).
4. Select Add/Edit teams again to add to each division using the “Assign Divisions” button on the lower
left-side of the page.
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The divisions can be assigned using one of four different algorithms shown. Detailed info
regarding the algorithms is available in the “Assignments Algorithms Info” link or Appendix B.
“Publish Division Assignments” once you’ve assigned them properly.
Note: Divisions assignments can be cleared by returning to the parent event and selecting
“Clear Division Assignments”

Note: To edit the division, select the team. Edit the “Division” field in the team’s profile. The team’s
“Competing” status can also be edited here if a team is only participating in certain types of competition,
ie. judging or matches.

Gracious Professionalism® - “Doing your best work while treating others with respect and kindness - It’s what makes FIRST, first.”
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5. On the Parent event dashboard, each of the divisions appear.

Important Note: If you select a division to assign teams to that particular division they will be added to both the
parent event and the division. Removing a team from this page will NOT remove them from the parent event.
As a best practice, add teams to the parent event first, then assign to a division.
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Run the Event
1. Go back to the parent event dashboard.
2. Select the “Play Event Locally” button to transfer to FTC Live. If you have properly installed the dual
division release v3.2.4 of FTC Live the event transfer page should appear with the suggested release:

Note: If the transfer is offline, use the offline or manual setup.

Play Locally in FTC Live
Generate Matches for Each Division
Once the teams have been assigned to a division, generate the matches:
1. Select the Division dropdown from the upper right hand “Division” option. You will need to then go from
the division’s homepage to the division’s “Event Dashboard” to complete the match schedule.
2. Select “Create Match Schedule.” This will have to be done for both divisions. Example shows the event
dashboard for division 2

Gracious Professionalism® - “Doing your best work while treating others with respect and kindness - It’s what makes FIRST, first.”
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3. Make sure teams have all been checked in, create the judge and/or inspection schedule. Then “Run
Matchmaker” to create a division’s match schedule.

4. Each division will have its own Match Control Page. Each divisions must be scored in its Match Control
Page to show the results of the dual division in the Generate Interdivisional Final section.
This will generate the matches between the divisions in the interdivisional final.

Generate the Interdivisional Final
Enter scores for both divisions before generating the interdivisional finals. Once the scores are input, the
interdivisional match will be listed on the master Match Control Page (dualdivision_0)
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Search the database or import the division db file to the parent event prior to scoring the inter-division
finals.
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Appendix A – Resources
Game Forum Q&A
https://ftc-qa.firstinspires.org/
Anyone may view questions and answers within the FIRST® Tech Challenge game Q&A forum without a
password. To submit a new question, you must have a unique Q&A system user name and password for your
team.

Volunteer Forum
Volunteers can request access to role specific volunteer forums by emailing
FTCTrainingSupport@firstinspires.org. You will receive access to the forum thread specific to your role.

FIRST Tech Challenge Game Manuals
Part 1 and 2 - https://www.firstinspires.org/resource-library/ftc/game-and-season-info

FIRST Headquarters Pre-Event Support
Phone: 603-666-3906
Mon – Fri
8:30am – 5:00pm
Email: FTCtech@firstinspires.org

FIRST Tech Challenge Event On-Call Support
The on call event support number is available for event personnel only. Please do not call these numbers if you are a
team looking for a ruling, a decision, or assistance. We trust that you will not misuse this resource.
Day of event robot control system and scoring system support: 603-206-2450
All other day of event support: 603-206-2412

FIRST Websites
FIRST homepage – www.firstinspires.org
FIRST Tech Challenge Page – For everything FIRST Tech Challenge.
FIRST Tech Challenge Volunteer Resources – To access public volunteer manuals.
FIRST Tech Challenge Event Schedule – Find FIRST Tech Challenge events in your area.

FIRST Tech Challenge Social Media
FIRST Tech Challenge Twitter Feed - If you are on Twitter, follow the FIRST Tech Challenge Twitter feed for
news updates.
FIRST Tech Challenge Facebook page - If you are on Facebook, follow the FIRST Tech Challenge page for news
updates.
FIRST Tech Challenge YouTube Channel – Contains training videos, game animations, news clips, and more.
FIRST Tech Challenge Blog – Weekly articles for the FIRST Tech Challenge community, including outstanding
volunteer recognition!
FIRST Tech Challenge Team Email Blasts – contain the most recent FIRST Tech Challenge news for teams.

Feedback
We strive to create support materials that are the best they can be. If you have feedback about this manual, please email
firsttechchallenge@firstinspires.org. Thank you!
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Appendix B: Assignment Algorithms Information
General

The Scoring System provides several built-in algorithms for assigning divisions. An explanation of each
method is below. There are some rules that all methods adhere to:
•
•

All divisions will have an equal number of teams. When the total number of teams is not divisible by 2,
division sizes will be within 1 of each other.
Do not touch any teams already assigned, whether previously assigned manually or by automatic
assignment. They are excluded from the algorithm, and the only impact they have on the algorithm is a
reduction in the number of available spots in their division. If teams are manually assigned such that
equal distribution cannot be enforced, all remaining teams are assigned to the division with fewer
teams.

Random Assignment

Random division assignment takes the team list, shuffles it, and splits the list in half. If equal division sizes
cannot be made, which division will have an extra team is randomly chosen.

Alternating Assignment

Alternating division assignment sorts the team list by team number, then assigns teams by alternating
divisions while iterating through the team list. The lowest team number will be assigned to Division 1, the next
Division 2, then Division 1, etc. If existing assignment in uneven distributed, the bottom n teams (highest
number) will be assigned to the division with fewer teams previously assigned: n=|A−B|. A is the number of
teams already assigned to Division 1, B is the number of teams already assigned to Division 2.

Child League Split-up
Not available in Traditional Scoring System. League Tournaments only. Event must be associated with a
league with 2 or more child leagues.
This algorithm attempts to balance the representation of each child league in each division. It creates n groups
of teams, one for each child league's team list. If a team appears in multiple groups, they are removed from all
but the first group the algorithm encounters. Any teams not in a child league are randomly added to one of the
groups. Once the groups are created, it randomly removes 1 team from each group and assigns them to
Division 1. It then randomly removes another team from each group and assigns them to Division 2. This
process repeats, alternating divisions, until all teams have been assigned.

OPR
Not available in Traditional Scoring System.
This algorithm attempts to balance the robot performance distribution across the divisions. It calculates every
team's OPR for every official event they competed in and selects each team's highest OPR. Then it ranks all
teams by highest OPR and traverses the list from highest to lowest OPR, alternating the assignment between
the divisions. If previous assignments are uneven, the division with more spots available will receive the
remaining teams after the first division is full, similarly to Alternating Assignment. Remember that while this
Gracious Professionalism® - “Doing your best work while treating others with respect and kindness - It’s what makes FIRST, first.”
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metric is widely used by the FTC community for scouting purposes, due to the small number of matches per
event, this metric is still a rough estimation of performance. OPR is calculated by approximating the solution to
the overdetermined systemAB=YLet T be the list of teams and M be the list of Qualification Matches for an
event. n is the number of teams |T| and m is the number of matches |M|.
B is an n×1 matrix where Bi is the OPR for team Ti.
Y is a 2m×1 matrix where Yi is the score for the red alliance in M⌊i/2⌋ and Yi+1 is the score for blue.
A is a 2m×n matrix where Aij∈{0,1} | Aij=1 when Tj was on the alliance that scored Yi in match M⌊i/2⌋.

FIM
Not available in Traditional Scoring System. Requires at least 25 unassigned teams.
This algorithm is based on a process developed by FIRST in Michigan and utilizes a "brute force iterative
randomizer" approach. It attempts to balance robot performance while maintaining a decent factor of
randomization. First, teams are assigned a "Qualification Performance" metric based on performance at their 2
"best" events, and then ranked in order of this metric. The list is then split into quartiles based on this rank, and
division assignment is randomly generated using equal contribution from each quartile. The assignments are
then evaluated against three criteria:
1. Average strength: The arithmetic mean of the Qualification Performance in each division
2. Distribution of strength: The SNR of the Qualification Performance of each division
3. Distribution of top strength: The SNR of the Qualification Performance of the top quartile of each
division

SNR=10∗log(x¯2σ2)The criteria for each division are then compared with the other division. If the difference in
average strength or distribution of strength is >1, or the difference in distribution of top strength is >1.5, then
the assignments are thrown out and the process restarts. As a fail-safe, if no assignments meet the criteria
after 10000 attempts, it will throw an error, and another algorithm is suggested.
The Qualification Performance metric is calculated for each event as shown below. It is based on Qualification
Rank and attempts to produce a near-normal distribution of Qualification Performances for each event. A
team's top two are then summed.

QP=⌈invERF(N−2R+2αN)(10invERF(1α))⌉
R is a team's Qualification Rank at the event.
N is the number of teams at the event.
α is a normalizing constant with value 1.07.
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